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Donald Knuth [l] g ives the following two criteria for infinite random 
sequences on the interval [0, 1) an as d k s whether a sequence can satisfy 
the first criterion without satisfying the second. We construct here a 
sequence which does just that. 
First Criterion: “Definition R4. A [O, 1) sequence (U,) is said to 
be “random” if for every effective algorithm which specifies an infinite 
sequence of distinct nonnegative integers s, for n > 0, the subsequence 
ye0 7 q, ,..* corresponding to this algorithm is co-distributed.” c;o-dis- 
trrbuted means that for each K, the sequence of K-tuples 
((du, ) ‘x-n+l )...) xn+&-l), 12 = 0, 1, 2 ,... > 
is uniformly distributed in the k-dimensional unit cube. 
Second Criterion: “Definition R5. A b-ary sequence is said to be 
“random” if every infinite subsequence defined by a computable 
subsequence rule is l-distributed. A [0, 1) sequence (UJ is said to be 
“random” if the b-ary sequence (\bU,]j is “random” for all integers 
b > 2.” Here a “computable subsequence rule” is an effective algorithm 
which, given the number n and the values of B, , B, ,..., B,-, , deter- 
mines whether to put B, into the subsequence. So in Definition R4, 
we determine the indices si of the subsequence without looking at the 
sequence at all, while in Definition R5 we may look at the first n elements 
before deciding whether to accept the (n + I)st element. 
Define a sequence (U,) as follows: Let (V,) be a true random 
sequence. For m not a perfect square, let U,, = V, . Also let U, = V,, , 
U, = VI . For m = n2, n > 2, replace the first bit of the binary repre- 
sentation of V,, by the sum, modulo 2, of the first bit of the binary 
representation of V, for (n - 1)2 + 1 < K < n2 - 1; let U,, be the 
resulting number. Then we have an “even parity” relation among the 
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initial bits of U(+r)z+r , U(n--l)?+2 ,..., Un2-r , U,, (for each n) but not 
among any proper subset. 
Now consider a fixed subsequence determined as in Definition R4. 
For each fixed k, only a finite number of k-tuples (Us, , Us,+, ,..., UswL+,-,) 
will appear nonrandom (fall into predictable portions of the ‘k- 
dimensional cube), namely those which contain all of U(n--l)l+l , 
UbL-l)a+Z >‘..> U,,? for some n. Notice that 2n - 1 < k for this to occur. 
The other k-tuples will be completely random, and the finite number 
of exceptions does not prevent the subsequence from being k-distributed. 
Thus Definition R4 holds. 
Consider Definition R5. Let b = 2. We show that the binary sequence 
<W = WU) is not random under this criterion. Use the following 
computable subsequence rule: Reject B, for m not a square, and reject 
B, and B, . For m = 9, n > 2, take the mod-2 sum of B(n--1)2+1 ,..., 
B n2-1 Y and if this sum is 0, accept B,, ; if the sum is 1, reject B,, . 
In this way we accept only those B,, which are going to be 0. Thus 
we get an infinite subsequence of O’s, which of course is not l-distributed. 
So Definition R5 is not satisfied. 
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